
RCMS/NYISO Conference Call 
June 15, 2010 
 
Attendees: 
Paul Kiernan  Jim Grant  Ed Schrom 
Zach Smith  Tao He   John Cordi 
Anie Philip  Al Adamson  Lee Gelman 
Ken Wei  Jeff May  Steve Fanning 
 
Subject 1:  Guidelines for NYCA Transmission Review 
 
All present concurred that the desire is to establish one NYISO report that satisfies the 
needs of both NPCC and RCMS for the annual Transmission Review.  Zach Smith is 
reviewing this desire with TFSS to determine if this is acceptable to them. 
 
Al Adamson offered to draft a set of guidelines that should help the NYISO in preparing 
to meet the NYSRC requirements.  Al will attempt to have the first draft available for 
comments prior to the August 2010 RCMS meeting.  The goal will be to take in 
comments and finalize the Guidelines in the Fall time frame.  It is believed that this 
Guideline will need to be submitted to, and approved by, the NYSRC EC.  
 
The NYISO must submit the next Transmission Review to TFSS in April of 2011.  So the 
development schedule for the Guideline is acceptable.  The submittal of the Transmission 
Review to both TFSS and RCMS will be concurrent. 
 
There was brief discussion on the Loss of Gas requirement for the NYSRC.  Lee Gelman, 
of ConEd, requested that the NYISO (Zach Smith) summarize in an email to RCMS, the 
approach that the NYISO will take to studying the Loss of Gas requirement.  This will 
allow Lee to pass this on to the appropriate individuals within ConEd.  Zach Smith 
agreed to provide this summary by the end of the following week (Friday, June 25, 2010). 
 
Subject 2:  C-M4 Compliance 
 
This item was tabled at last weeks RCMS meeting, so that we could discuss this issue 
with Al Adamson present on this conference call.  RCMS restated the position of 
receiving an updated report on Generator Outage Screening from the NYISO as part of 
the compliance requirements for C-M4, as specified in the NYSRC 2010 Reliability 
Compliance Program.   
 
Paul Kiernan does not believe that there are updates to the Generator Outage Screening 
Report dated April 1, 2010 and presented to RCMS by Kathy Whitaker on April 8th.  He 
agreed to send out the report (possibly the existing report plus an addendum providing 
updates) which adds the statement that the NYISO has planned an additional internal 
review meeting  scheduled for late June to determine final recommendations on which 
EFORd values should be replaced by proxy data for reliability studies. Mr. Kiernan will 
send out the amended report by the end of the day on Friday May 18th, 2010.  RCMS will 



undertake the compliance assessment next week, pending the receipt of the updated 
report. 


